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Introduction

 We are Mathematics researchers and teachers in an
elementary school at the Federal University of Minas Gerais
(UFMG), Brazil.

 Our mission is to train teachers to act in basic education.

 We coordinate an extension program wich aims to promote
and spread scientific knowledge to the popularization of
science.

 It consists of an innovative informal learning space, an
itinerant museum of science and technology: “Museu Ponto
UFMG”.



ITINERANT MUSEUM CP / UFMG POINT: NON-
FORMAL LEARNING SPACE

Video



These are the environments of the Museum



The search

• This research presents a result of a didactic sequence
placed in a science museum, about the Antarctic
continent.

• It aimed to recreate, from students previous conceptions,
physical conditions, the weather and living beings that
live in the polar region, always considering the human
presence in this continent.



• The sequence was developed in Itinerant Museum Ponto
UFMG – a science museum built inside of a truck – for
over six months, with students between 6 and 7 years old.

• In the hopes of making evident how children build their
own conceptions about the Antarctic ecosystems, we have
focused our analysis in written activities and drawings
made by the students over the months; audiovisual
recordings and fieldwork notebook registers.



Antarctica Museum Environment



 The room “Antarctica” of “Museu Ponto UFMG” attracted students’
interest. Therefore we chose the “Antartica” as a theme for the
development of activities, based on a dialog established with
Professor Andres Zarankin, author of anthropological and
archaeological researches on the arctic territory and curator for the
Antarctic biome present on the “biomes room” of the Itinerant
Museum Ponto UFMG.

 Besides that, Andrés Zarankin is a coordinator of the "Blank
Landscapes: Antarctic Historic Archeology" project, funded by the
Brazilian Antarctic Program.

THEMATIC: ANTARCTICA



Research Questions

1) What are the pre-conceptions about Antarctica that these
students in the second year (7 years old) have?

2) What is the importance of imagination and creativity in the
learning process, as a starting point for working the
misconceptions?



 The research subjects were eight students of the second year of
elementary school.

 Two-hour weekly meetings were held for six months.

 The activities developed were: didactic sequence, visit to the UFMG
Itinerant Museum, conversation with the researcher from Antarctica,
immersion in an “igloo”, research and reading from various sources
(films, books, magazines, sites).

Methodology



Conversation with the researcher of Antarctica

Aula do Grupo de Trabalho Diferenciado  (GTD) 



Immersion in the igloo adapted in the classroom



Activities with magazines



Flag drawing activities



 The data was analyzed according to Vigotsky’s Imaginative Play
Theory (2004) and Piaget’s Semiotic Function (1973).

 It was noticed that, during the first couple of months, the
students’ Antarctic conceptions were pervaded by fantastic
elements related to imagination and fantasy, expressed as
drawings of penguins riding a bicycle, or polar bears with crab
claws.

GROUNDS 



Survey of alternative conceptions about the Antarctica 
environment and beings living in Antarctica



Drawing of a bear with crab arms and squid legs



“Buses as a means
of transport, 

plane and even a 
rocket.”

How do I get to Antarctica?





Polar bear associated with soda advertisement

Materialization of daily elements of childhood



It was also found that some visual elements and some previous
experiences from the students with fantastic movie histories
(such as: “Ice Age” and “Happy Feet”) merged.



Analyzes

 When we compare the children’s drawings made in the
first couple of months of the research and those made
during the last month, it was evident the transition
process from fantasy to reality.





 This process happened after the students were presented with

scientific documentaries about the polar continent, travelling and

literature books and group discussions.

 From the semiotic analysis of the last drawings it was noticed new

elements, such as a military base, ships and human constructions.



 Children are not limited to remembering experiences
already lived. They also re-elaborate new realities,
fantasizing things as a reflection of their imaginative
activity.

 It was possible to observe how the creative imagination in
relation to the different ways of language gives the
students a meaningful and constructive learning.

 Stimulating imagination has led to more effective
participation of children in activities, in addition to
improvements in communication skills, expression and
creativity.



 Conclude that the children creative repertory was zoomed, as
they appropriate knowledge from the didactic activities.

 The results of this research points out the importance of fantasy
and imagination in the process of learning in the early childhood,
and a start point to reframe the students’ misconceptions and to
reinforce the relevance of drawing as an interpretative tool for
the children’s creative process.



Positive developments

We produced an album of Antarctic figurines





We recreated an archaeological site in Antarctica



Thank you everyone!
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